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ABSTRACT

Functional recovery post stroke is determined by a complex interplay of neural and 
mechanical (muscular/ tissue) changes. In the present paper, we elaborate on a 
methodology to assess neuromechanical joint properties in a comprehensive and concise 
way. A measurement protocol applicable to the wrist joint is introduced and outcome is 
described for illustrative purposes. 
By means of a single axis manipulator, a variety of conditions are applied including different 
exerted loadings and a passive or active task instruction. The combination of different 
tasks and loadings systematically excites the nonlinear neuromechanical joint system. 
Output of the joint system is measured in terms of torques, angular rotation and muscle 
activation. Both signal analysis and system identification methods are applied to translate 
the measured variables into physiologically meaningful parameters, describing passive and 
active (muscle) tissue properties and reflexive characteristics.
A severely impaired and a well-recovered stroke patient show clear differences in outcome 
parameters. Furthermore, parameters are shown to change over condition, indicating 
that multiple conditions need to be applied to identify their potentially varying role in 
movement disorders. The protocol is used in a longitudinal study to explore post-stroke 
upper limb recovery mechanisms, i.e. the EXPLICIT-stroke study.
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INTRODUCTION

Movement disorders after stroke may have a major impact on daily life. Almost two thirds 
of the stroke survivors suffer from sustained deterioration of arm-hand function which 
threatens physical independency [1]. Besides cortical and corticospinal tract integrity, 
functional movement and motor deficits are largely determined by joint neuromechanics.
In the acute phase after stroke, mechanical behaviour at joint level is characterized by 
flaccidity and paresis, while in the sub acute phase, signs of muscle over-activity and joint 
stiffening become more prominent [2,3]. Although this is a common recovery pattern, 
several different phenotypes may develop in the chronic phase [4]. These phenotypes will 
be the result of a complex and varying interplay between neurological and biomechanical 
changes over time. A better understanding of the interplay and changing contributions of 
aforementioned neuromechanical processes to movement disorders is needed to address 
the full functional recovery potential. The EXPLICIT-stroke (EXplaining PLastICITy after 
stroke) study was designed to explore the functional impact of the time-dependent changes 
in cortical neuroplasticity and neuromechanics, as well as the adaptive compensation 
strategies that are applied to cope with ischemic brain lesion related motor deficits [5].
Current clinical assessment of joint neuromechanics is restricted to ordinal rating scales 
such as the Medical Research Council scale for muscle force, goniometry for impaired 
range of motion (ROM) and Ashworth score for spasticity. The latter however, is incapable 
of discriminating between the possible neural and/or mechanical sources of increased 
joint resistance [4,6,7]. The use of robotics (e.g. a wrist manipulator) to evoke controlled 
force and torque perturbations, electromyography (EMG) to record muscle activity and 
neuromuscular modelling potentially allows for an individual assessment of neurological 
and biomechanical joint properties [6,8-11].
Nonlinear dynamics of the neuromuscular system greatly influence joint behaviour, yet their 
role has not been fully recognised. For example, the stretching of tissue yields nonlinear 
force curves: twice as much stretching does not result in twice as much resistance of the joint 
[12]. Another example is the sensitivity of the stretch reflexes, which may be modulated at 
spinal cord level [13]. While linear mass-spring-damper-like concepts are far easier to apply 
and are regularly used to simplify mechanical behaviour, they do not comprehensively 
describe biomechanical properties of the joint under different environmental conditions 
(tasks and loadings). Using prior knowledge of nonlinearities, the joint can be conditioned 
such that the nonlinear dynamics of the neuromuscular system can be accounted for, or 
even parameterized. 
In this paper we present the methodological aspects on how to individually address the 
different properties of the (nonlinear) neurological and biomechanical components of wrist 
joint behaviour in during flexion-extension movement. This resulted in a comprehensive 
and clinically applicable assessment protocol. Longitudinal measurements with this specific 
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protocol, within a longitudinal measurement framework such as the EXPLICIT-stroke study, 
will enhance our knowledge of primary and secondary changes in neuromechanics when 
functional changes are observed. 

METHODS I. LINE OF THOUGHT

Assessment of neurological and biomechanical contributors to movement disorders after 
stroke should result in structure specific parameters that are potentially modifiable by 
therapeutic intervention. Treatment is commonly aimed at muscle activation or strength 
in case of paresis, reduction of reflex sensitivity or neural input in case of hyperreflexia 
or the stretching of passive tissue in case of joint stiffening. Therefore, we define the 
neuromechanical system on a therapeutically attainable level into passive, active and 
reflexive torque components: 

 – Passive = all joint resistance observed when no neural input is fed to the muscles
 – Active = muscle torque generation due to neural input (supraspinal and reflexive)
 – Reflexive = active muscle torque solely due to proprioceptive feedback

The interconnection between passive, active and reflexive contributors is represented 
in Figure 1. By differentiating the contributions of each of these elements to joint level 
mechanics, their individual roles in movement disorders can be better defined, allowing for 
targeted therapy. 
In order to characterize the phenotype of post-stroke patients properly, the neuromechanical 
system needs to be sufficiently triggered i.e. different conditions need to be applied. 
Passive, active and reflexive components will be dependent on the state of the wrist (i.e. 
joint torque, joint angle and muscle activity) and the externally applied loading. The state 
represents the current operating point of the system and subsequently its dynamical 
properties, observed at endpoint level in torque (and angle). A haptic wrist manipulator 
combined with electromyographic (EMG) measurement is an easy-to-use combination of 
tools that allows for applying angle or torque controlled perturbations and the subsequent 
assessment of changes in joint state. The different modes in combination with task 
instruction enable us to impose a desired state. Properties of passive, active and reflexive 
contributors can be estimated from the measured in- and output data. When torque is the 
input, angular displacement is the output and vice-versa. Output signals including EMG, as 
a representative of active muscle state, may also be used to inform the subject on actual 
task performance. 
For analysis, we define two different approaches. The first approach will be referred to as 
signal analysis. This approach aims to induce large variations regarding the role of model 
components by applying specific conditions to the system. Slow movements will exclude 
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reflexive activity, while the amount of voluntary contraction can be modulated, and therefore 
controlled, by proper task instruction. This gives contributor-specific tests that aim to assess 
passive, active or reflexive contributors individually. The second approach, referred to as 
system identification, is based on the fact that reflexive resistance is dynamically different 
from passive or active resistance. Differentiation between the feedback pathways can be 
done using torque-angle correlation analysis, keeping the closed loop configuration of 
reflexive (neural) and muscular (mechanical) components into account. Both approaches 
make it possible to express system performance in terms of its underlying properties, yet 
conditions are significantly different. System identification methods are not yet sophisticated 
enough to perform well over a nonlinear domain, and additional signal analysis methods are 
still needed. Furthermore, limit behaviour, such as ROM or maximal voluntary contraction 
(MVC), is easier to assess using basic signal analysis. The following subsections describe a 
listing of interesting outcomes that together result in a comprehensive set for assessment 
of joint neuromechanics. These outcomes were used as a basis for the protocol discussed in 
the following section, i.e., “The EXPLICIT-stroke protocol”.

Signal analysis
Passive tests (slow movement while instructed to “do nothing”)
Of functional interest are the ROM and the resistance that subjects experience when their 
joint is moved passively through the ROM. The equilibrium angle of the joint, or rest angle 
represents a stiffness balance between agonist and antagonistic muscles. Passive tests aim 
to assess the passive joint structures in subjects, as given in Figure 1. For the assessment of 
the passive structures, subjects are instructed to do nothing. Movement of the wrist at a 
slow velocity then results in stretching of passive tissues, while minimizing the contribution 
of active muscle contraction and reflexive activity. The resulting joint torque will be the 
result of the stiffness and viscosity arising from predominantly passive contractile and 
non-contractile tissue. EMG measurements should be used to check for interfering muscle 
activation during measurement and for data analysis. The following outcomes can be listed 
for passive tasks:

 – responsive range of motion
 – stiffness and damping 
 – rest angle (angle of joint flexion-extension torque equilibrium)

In stroke patients, relative to controls, we expect restrictions in ROM, higher joint stiffness 
and a rest angle that tends towards flexion [2].
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Figure 1 | Simplified graphical model of the components of the wrist joint, depicted with active, 
passive and reflexive elements, corresponding with areas for target therapy.
Dotted lines indicate non-invasively measurable connections, EMG (left), torque (center) and rotation (right). Rotation includes 
angle and rotational velocity.
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Active tests (slow movement while instructed to “move / push / resist”) 
These tests address the ability of the patient to actively generate torque at the joint level, 
preferably in a controlled manner (Figure 1). Applied torque levels should exceed resistance 
of passive tissue or antagonistic muscles. A subject’s ability to generate this particular torque 
level can be easily tested (also in the clinic) by asking them to flex or extend maximally (i.e. 
the active ROM). Alternative active tests are performed in a standard position (i.e. the rest 
angle) or during imposed slow movement to minimize reflex activity. Subjects are provided 
with visual feedback on their actual task performance. Joint angle (relating to overlap of 
muscle filaments and muscle moment arm, tissue strain) and joint velocity (relating to cross-
bridge turnover dynamics and tissue viscosity) also contribute to the potential production 
of joint torque [14]. Applying an active and a passive test in similar test conditions, defined 
in terms of joint angle and angular velocity, allows for subtraction of torques generated by 
the passive structures from the data, under the assumption that the active muscle does not 
influence stiffness/viscosity values of surrounding passive structures. 
From these measurements the following outcomes can be listed for active tasks:

 – self induced ROM
 – control over joint torque build-up (i.e. quality of motor control)
 – maximally attainable torque
 – angular/velocity dependent joint torque production
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In stroke patients, relative to controls, we expect a smaller self induced ROM, a lower 
maximally attainable joint torque and less control over joint torque. Furthermore, it is 
expected that angular-dependency of torque production increases, with an optimum angle 
(e.g. muscle filament overlap) tending more towards flexion [15]. 

Reflexive tests (fast movement)
Reflexive tests are aimed to assess the reflexive pathways, as given in Figure 1. Higher 
reflex activity is known to be triggered by high joint angular velocity [11] and together 
with reflexive time delay (loop-time) it is considered to play an important role in reflex loop 
stability. To measure the reflexes we commonly use EMG recordings together with controlled, 
repeated perturbations. This will deliver reproducible data on reflexively triggered muscle 
activity (e.g. short and long latency reflexes). Perturbations are to be applied at random 
intervals to minimize anticipation (as subjects can influence their reflexive sensitivity, 
i.e. reflex modulation). Note however that active components should also be considered 
when assessing reflexive activity, as functional impairment is defined by the level of joint 
resistance. In signal analysis methods the possibilities are limited, because the dynamics 
of reflexively activated muscle are often difficult to distinguish from passive resistance, 
especially when reflexive activity is small or quickly occurring after perturbation. Clinical 
measures for spasticity include sudden increase in resistance or EMG and the angle at which 
this increase occurs, during movement through the ROM (i.e. threshold angle). 
These conditions result in the following reflex-related outcomes:

 – reflex loop-time (short and long latency reflex time)
 – reflex magnitude (e.g. area under normalized EMG response)
 – reflexively induced joint torque
 – threshold angle

In stroke patients, relative to controls, we expect a longer short-latency reflex time, a 
stronger influence of reflex activity on joint resistance, and a threshold angle located more 
towards the flexion side of the ROM.

System Identification
These tests aim at measuring the full joint dynamics in an integral way, while taking the 
closed loop relation into account. Particular interest lies with the reflexive contributions 
to joint torque. Continuous random small amplitude torque perturbations induce high 
velocities and have been proven to allow for the quantification of intrinsic and reflexive 
components during either a passive or an active (postural control) task [5]. Based on these 
experiments, active modulation of the reflexive feedback gains, e.g. presynaptic inhibition 
on muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs sensory feedback, have been studied using 
simple linear models. Different signal types include multisines and continuous ramp and 
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hold like perturbations such as ramped block waves or pseudo-random binary sequences. 
Still the effect of nonlinearity on measurement is unknown and may change over type of 
perturbation. Clear findings from the wide bandwidth multisine studies were that reflex 
gains increased with an active task and with the amount of damping provided by the 
environment.
These integral tests result in the following outcomes:

 – stiffness and damping (of passive plus active structures)
 – reflex loop time
 – reflex magnitude (also referred to as reflex gain: torque contribution to joint dynamics)
 – reflex modulation

In stroke patients we expect an increased short-latency reflex time, a stronger influence of 
reflex activity on joint resistance, higher reflex gains, smaller differences between active and 
passive tasks and less modulation with increase in external damping.

METHODS II. A COMPREHENSIVE NEUROMECHANICAL 
ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL

A protocol has been set up that assesses passive, active and reflexive components under 
different conditions, according to the aforementioned line of thought. This protocol is used 
in the EXPLICIT-stroke study, which aims to assess the relation between primary neural 
recover and behavioral compensation strategies in arm function recovery after stroke. 
The measurement set-up comprises a haptic manipulator and EMG-system (Appendix I). 
Specifications of the set-up have also been validated by Grimaldi et al. [16]. The protocol 
consists of multiple tests, all of which are either instrumented versions of tests from the 
clinic or have been tested previously tested on different setups, e.g. Schuurmans et al. [17] 
on analysis of the reflexive pathway (neural looptime test) and van der Helm et al. [18] and 
Meskers et al. [19] (amongst others) on multisine perturbations combined with system 
identification methods. The described neuromechanical protocol uses a combination of 
tests that all contribute to a post-stroke patient specific signature, and is new in extensively 
measuring both the structural and functional side of neuromechanical recovery.

Measurement protocol
The measurement protocol starts with tests which also provide the safety boundaries for 
later tests (ROM) or feedback target (MVC, restangle). Most tests are applied twice, one 
for the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and one for extensor carpi radialis (ECR) muscle activity. 
Visual feedback of force, position or EMG is provided depending on the task instruction. For 
maximal active tasks, visual feedback is provided to increase subject motivation. Displayed 
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EMG levels are rectified and averaged over half a second (refresh rate 16Hz). Subjects 
are allowed to practice. To prevent fatigue, resting time is provided between tests. Total 
measuring time is approximately 45 min (including instructions and practice; excluding 
EMG placement). A full list of used tests and their properties is also given in Table 1. The 
analysis of each test is outlined below. After the title of each test an abbreviation is given 
that refers to the corresponding row in Table 1.

Passive tests (slow movement while instructed to “do nothing”)
1. Range Of Motion Passive – ROMP (PROM) 
Applied torques systematically vary between -2 and 2Nm. Movement is smoothed by 
keeping the torque derivative to time low for small torques. The PROM parameter is obtained 
by taking the difference between the minimal and maximal angle during the ROM test, as 
given in Figure 2 (left). 

2. Stiffness In Rest – SIR (PRA, Pk and Pd)
After obtaining the PROM, position controlled movement is allowed. The stiffness in rest is 
tested with a constant velocity, position controlled perturbation. Movement is performed in 
two directions, resulting in a hysteresis curve [8,20], as shown in Figure 3. The defined angle 
of rest PRA is taken as the angle where the average hysteresis curve per angle crosses 0Nm 
(hence assuming linear damping for small positive and negative velocities). The stiffness 
and damping related parameters (Pk and Pd) are, respectively, the average negative tangent 
and the average difference of the hysteresis curve over 0.2 rad around the rest angle (Figure 
3), divided by the difference in velocity (0.2 rad/s). The latter will approximate the actual 
damping if stiffness in both movement directions is equal. 

Active tests (slow movement while instructed to “move / push / resist”) 
3. Range Of Motion Active – ROMA (AROM) 
For the ROMA test, the Wristalyzer was set to a nonresistant mode. The subject was asked 
to show his or her maximal ROM. Analysis of the AROM parameter equals the analysis of PROM 
parameter, given in Figure 2 (right). 

4. Maximal Voluntary Contraction – MVC (AMVC) 
A magnetic break was set and the subject was asked to contract maximally. Torque data was 
filtered with a 3rd order Butterworth filter of 20 Hz to reduce the influence of measurement 
noise. AMVC is the maximum measured torque over two repetitions. For clarity, only one 
dataset (including the AMVC) out of two repetitions has been shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1 | Test specifications of the tests in the EXPLICIT-stroke protocol including: task instruction, 
visual feedback to the patient Wristalyzer controller mode (WA), Wristalyzer controller reference signal 
and resulting outcome parameters.

Test Task Visual feedback WA WA Reference signal Parameter

ROMP passive none Torque slow increase, max 2 Nm PROM

SIR passive none Angle ramp 0.1 rad/s through full 
ROM

Pk Pd

passive none Angle ramp 0.1 rad/s through full 
ROM

PRA

ROMA active: maximal 
angular excursion

attained angles and 
current angle

Torque free (zero torque) AROM

MVC active: push max attained torque and 
current torque 

Angle brake AMVC

CJT active: push Increasing torque  
target: ramp 1Nm/s

Angle brake ACJT

ASH passive none Angle ramp 1 sec through full ROM Rta

passive none Angle ramp 0.5 sec through full 
ROM

Rta.5

NL passive none Angle ramp and hold, speed 4 rad/s, 
amplitude 0.14 rad

Rlt

active: push  
(const. EMG)

EMG target level  
10% MVC EMG

Angle ramp and hold, speed 4 rad/s, 
amplitude 0.14 rad

Rlt

WB active: hold  
position

Reference angle  
incl. history 

Torque crested multisine 0.3-50 Hz Pb_st, Pk_st, 
Rkv_st, Rtd_st

passive none (EMG for 
researcher)

Torque crested multisine 0.3-50 Hz Pb_sl, Pk_sl, 
Rkv_sl, Rtd_sl

active: hold  
position

Reference angle incl. 
history 

Torque crested multisine 0.3-50 Hz + 
damping

Pb_da, Pk_da, 
Rkv_da, Rtd_da
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Figure 2 | Range of motion data for patient A (light grey, solid —) and B (dark grey, dashed ---). Passive 
ROM (PROM, left) and active ROM (AROM, right) are indicated with thick horizontal lines.
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Figure 3 | Stiffness in rest test result for patient A (light grey, solid —) and patient B (dark grey, dashed 
---). Thick lines around zero (left figure) indicate average slope of the data at those angles (Pk) and 
intervals around zero (right figure) show the (Pd).
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5. Control over Joint Torque – CJT (ACJT) 
The Control over Joint Torque (CJT) test is added to address the quality of motor control of 
the subject. The magnetic break was applied and the subject was asked to steadily increase 
his or her level of contraction (1Nm/s). Torque data was again filtered for analysis with a 
3rd order Butterworth filter of 20 Hz to reduce influences measurement noise. The level at 
which the patient fails to follow the reference torque (ACJT) is determined by the point at 
which the patient generated torque is lower than 1Nm under the reference torque (circle in 
Figure 5). The maximal force during the test (thick horizontal line in Figure 5) is used as an 
upper boundary for ACJT.
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Figure 4 | Maximal voluntary contraction data for patient A (light grey, solid —) and patient B (dark 
grey, dashed ---). Flexion MVC (AMVC, left) and extension MVC (AMVC, right) are indicated with thick 
horizontal lines.
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Figure 5 | Control over Joint Torque data ACJT for patient A (light grey, solid —) and patient B (dark 
grey, dashed ---), for extension (left) and flexion (right). The diagonal straight solid line indicates the 
reference force over time, the diagonal dashed line shows the maximal follow lag. Circles indicate 
where the patient fails to follow the reference torque; parameters ACJT for patient B are indicated with 
a cross.
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Reflexive tests (fast movement)
6. Ashworth-ASH (Rta and Rta.5) 
An instrumented version of the clinical modified Ashworth test has been included in the 
protocol to address the reflexive system. The Ashworth test gives insight into the reflexive 
properties during a large sweep trough the ROM. Moreover, it allows for validation of the 
use of an Ashworth test in the clinic. 
For the analysis, the EMG signal is rectified and filtered with a 3rd order low pass Butterworth 
filter of 80Hz. We first determined the angle for which the EMG signal exceeds 5 times 
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the standard deviation of the background EMG (horizontal dotted line in Figure 6). The 
preceding point where the EMG signal exceeds 2.81 times the standard deviation (i.e. 
resulting in 0.25% probability of being background signal if normally distributed) is taken as 
the onset of the EMG response to the perturbation. The corresponding angle at that onset 
time is the threshold angle (Rta).

7. Neural Looptime-NL (Rlt and Rauc_M1) 
The neural looptime tests consist of nine ramp (2 rad/s) and hold (0.75s) perturbations that 
occur at random time intervals. After the hold phase a returning phase using a minimal jerk 
profile is initiated. For the analysis, the data of each of the runs is averaged over the nine 
perturbations to reduce noise. This sequence is performed in a passive and active condition; 
first the subject is asked to relax, second to push against the handle with constant EMG at 
10% of measured MVC EMG. For the latter rectified and filtered EMG (averaging 8 times/sec) 
is shown to the subject as a vertical bar with a target area at 10+/-2.5% for the stretched 
muscle. Color of the bar changed from red to green when entering the target area. Subjects 
were instructed to ignore perturbations as much as possible and to return to the target area 
after perturbations, when necessary. Figure 7 shows the resulting average EMG signal with 
its cross-trial standard deviation. The EMG signal is rectified and filtered with a 3rd order low 
pass Butterworth filter of 80Hz. The base level (BL) of the EMG is determined as the average 
EMG over the time window [-400,-20]ms with respect to the start of the perturbation [17]. 
The EMG signal E is then normalized to the signal En using the baselevel BL:

En(t) = E (t)/BL – 1

Reflexive EMG response to the input stretch is assumed to be significant if the signal exceeds 
2.81 times the standard deviation of the baselevel, indicated with the horizontal dotted 
line in Figure 7. The short-latency reflex onset Rlt and area under the curve Rauc_M1 are then 
obtained (time window for both parameters limited to [20, 50] ms, with respect to pulse 
onset [17]). 

System Identification
8. Multisine perturbations-WB (Pk, Pd, Rtd, Rkv_st, Ak_act, Ad_act, Rrm_act and Rrm_env) 
A set of multisine perturbations has been added to address the subjects capabilities in 
disturbance rejection and adaptation to a changing environment (increased damping). 
Multisine perturbations represent a functional disturbance and may be supported by 
findings from the neural looptime test. 
Possible low frequent compensational behavior of the patient (against drift away from 
the target angle), will be corrected for by first pre-filtering the raw data using a 3rd order 
butterworth high pass filter of 1 Hz. A frequency response function (FRF) is then estimated 
using a closed loop estimator on the pre-filtered data, 
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HFRF = Sda/SdT

Where Sda and SdT are the estimated cross spectral densities of the externally applied 
disturbance torque d with the measured angle a and interaction torque T, using a Fast 
Fourier Transform [18]. 

Figure 6 | Ashworth data of patient A (left) and patient B (right). 
Measured FCR EMG data (dark solid lines —), 2.81 times the standard deviation of the background (dashed lines ---) and the 
derivation of the threshold angle parameter Rta (dashed-dotted lines -.-.) are shown. Both figures represent the condition of 1ROM/
sec angular velocity and movement towards extension.
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The resulting FRF is then averaged in groups of 8 frequency points to improve the estimate. 
Finally, a model [18,19], based on the block scheme depicted in Figure 1 is fitted to the 
acquired FRF (Figure 8). Inertia, spring (Pk_<condition>), damper (Pd_<condition>), eigenfrequency of 
muscle activation, velocity dependent reflex gain (Rkv_<condition>), reflex speed (Rtd_<condition>) 
and grip dynamics parameters are all included in the model [18]. Different types of 
reflexive feedback (position, velocity and force) were tested, yet only velocity feedback 
gave low parameter variability, in accordance with earlier results of Meskers et al. [19]. 
Microneurographic studies imply velocity feedback is muscle spindle feedback, as opposed 
to Golgi Tendon Organ feedback [21]. Using different conditions (stiff, slack and damp, see 
Table 3) the changes of the system over condition can be investigated. The difference in 
stiffness and damping between passive and active conditions yields the activation induced 
stiffness and damping Ak_act, Ad_act:

Ak_act = Ak_st – Ak_sl 
Ad_act = Ad_st – Ad_sl

Difference in reflex gain over conditions results in the modulation parameters Rrm_act and 
Rrm_env:

Rrm_act = Rkv_st – Rkv_sl 

Rrm_env = Rkv_da – Rkv_st

RESULTS

Parameter values taken from two stroke patients are given in Table 2 and 3, for illustration 
purposes. Both patients A and B are female (aged 55 and 45, respectively) and were 
measured more than one year post-stroke. Ashworth scores for the measured and impaired 
left wrist joint of both patients were manually determined to be 3 and 0 respectively.

Passive parameters
Patient A shows a smaller passive ROM (PROM) and an increased stiffness (Pk) and viscosity 
(Pd) at the restangle, both for large and small perturbations, as shown in Table 2 and 3, 
respectively. This indicates a higher resistance against movement from passive structures, 
as muscle activation is checked for using EMG. Differences between Table 2 and Table 3 
values are expected as they differ greatly in condition. The data underlying the system 
identification method contains only small angular deviations, while the data underlying 
the signal analysis is performed during a long sweep through the ROM. Earlier research on 
passive stiffness has shown that in the initial phase of movement the stiffness is larger [12]. 
Furthermore, the rest angle (PRA) of patient A is located more towards flexion (Table 2). It is 
known that in the sub-acute phase the restangle moves towards flexion [2].
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Figure 8 | Bode magnitude plot of multisine-test data from patient A (left) and B (right). 
Bode magnitude representation of the model fits of the data for the 3 measurement conditions: stiff (fit: dotted ···, FRF estimate: *), 
slack (fit: dashed ---, FRF estimate: x) and damp (fit: solid line —, FRF estimate: +).
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Active parameters
In Table 2, the combination of a decreased active ROM (AROM) and a low MVC (AMVC) is 
seen in the resulting parameters of patient A. Movement is determined by a both the 
potential voluntary torque and the stiffness of the joint, for each angle. Therefore we can 
expect a smaller value for the AROM parameter given low voluntary contraction (e.g. AMVC 
in the restangle) and stiffness of passive structures (e.g. Pk in the restangle). Control over 
Joint Torque (ACJT) values show the amount of joint torque control in a slowly increasing 
tracking task. ACJT values are expected to be slightly lower than the MVC and are found to 
be approximately 60 % of the MVC value for patient B. The ACJT is set to zero for patient A as 
the maximal force in test does not exceed 1Nm (see appendix II for more details on analysis). 
Table 3 coincidentally shows equal values for stiffness (Ak_act) and damping (Ad_act), induced 
by the “hold position” task instruction. This shows that both patients were able to increase 
their joint stiffness voluntarily, yet the control over the unilaterally produced joint torque 
(ACJT) is a lot lower for patient A.

Reflexive parameters
The reflex loop time (Rlt) of about 23 ms is comparable to the values found in literature [17]. 
The higher value for patient A was due to low reflexive activity for that condition (Rm1_auc). 
The looptime parameter resulting from the system identification procedure (Table 3, Rtd_st) 
is generally higher. This difference is expected to be of methodological nature; for system 
identification procedures the best fit may lie more towards the long latency response, in 
stead of the short latency response onset. Still, the two are assumed to be equal in their 
physiological background and do not yield additional information. For patient B the area 
under the curve Rm1_auc is similar for FCR and ECR. The Rm1_auc value for the ECR of patient A 
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is substantially lower than the other values, indicating a very small reflex, if at all present. 
The FCR muscle shows a very high response, possibly indicating hyperreflexia. Additional 
looptime (Rlt) and reflexive activity (Rauc_m1) are believed to contribute to joint instability. 
Threshold angles (Rta) are similar for both patient A and B (the flexion angle prior to 
movement is with 85 degrees also equal for both patients, see PROM, Table 1). The angular 
velocities at which these were determined differ significantly (72deg/sec and 135deg/sec 
for patient A and B, respectively), which, as reflexes are velocity dependent, explains the 
quick response of the more recovered subject. Threshold angles are only given for the FCR 
muscle as the stretching of the ECR muscle did not result in reflexive activation. Reflexive 
contributions to joint resistance (Rkv_stiff) are stronger in patient B. For both patients activation 
of the muscles has a large influence on the modulation of reflexes (Rrm_act). Furthermore, a 
more stable, damped environment does not trigger reflex modulation (Rrm_env) for patient A 
and unexpectedly [19] causes negative reflex modulation for patient B.

Table 2 | Parameters following from the signal analysis technique tested on a paretic chronic stroke 
patient (pt. A) and a functionally recovered chronic stroke patient (pt. B). 
E refers to Extension and F to Flexion. All angles, except for ROM parameters, are given in degrees from the zero angle of the 
Wristalyzer.

Parameter Patient A Patient B

Passive

ROM Passive PROM 72 deg  
[13,6 – 85,1]

135 deg  
[-46,9 – 87,7]

Rest angle PRA 53 deg flexion 34 deg flexion

Active

ROM Active AROM 17 deg  
[49,1 – 65,9]

126 deg  
[-38,1 – 87,7]

Maximal Voluntary Contraction (MVC) at rest angle AMVC F: 1,2 Nm  
E: 1,3 Nm

F: 9,5 Nm  
E: 6,2 Nm

Control over Joint Torque (CJT) ACJT F: 0 Nm  
E: 0 Nm

F: 6,2 Nm  
E: 3,2 Nm

Reflexive

Reflexive Looptime Rlt F: 22ms  
E: 32ms

F: 24ms  
E: 23ms

Area under the M1 curve Rauc_m1 F: 0,16 E: 0,01 F: 0,05  
E: 0,05

Threshold angle Rta F: 53 deg  
E: – 

F: 55 deg  
E: -
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Table 3 | Parameters following from the system identification technique tested on a paretic chronic 
stroke patient (pt. A) and a functionally recovered chronic stroke patient (pt. B).

Parameter Patient A Patient B

Passive

Stiffness at Restangle Pk 2,8 Nm/rad 1,0 Nm/rad

Damping at Restangle Pd 0,07 Nms/rad 0,05 Nms/rad

Active

Additional activation induced muscle stiffness at Restangle Ak_act 8,3 Nm/rad 8,3 Nm/rad

Additional activation induced muscle damping at Restangle Ad_act 0,08 Nms/rad 0,08 Nms/rad

Reflexive

Reflexive Looptime Rtd_st 30 ms 29 ms

Reflexive contributions to joint resistance Rkv_st 0,080 Nms/rad 0,092 Nms/rad

Reflex modulation due to activation Rm_act 0,06 Nms/rad 0,06 Nms/rad

Reflex modulation due to environmental changes Rm_env 0,01 Nms/rad -0,06 Nms/rad

DISCUSSION

We presented a methodology that can be used to obtain insight into the potential roles 
of passive, active and reflexive contributors to movement disorders. Using a combination 
of test conditions and available analysis methods it is possible to discriminate different 
contributors of the movement disorder. We used this methodology to design a protocol 
that can be used to assess the role of neuromechanics in stroke recovery, to be used in 
the EXPLICIT-stroke study. This specific protocol is responsive to changes in severity of 
movement disorder. Passive parameters show altered stiffness, active parameters show 
paresis and diminished control. Reflexive parameters show altered reflex gain, loop time 
and modulation. Furthermore, differently conditioned tests have shown different values 
for the same parameter, potentially resulting in an altered role in joint dynamics for that 
specific contributor.
Compared to current, manual clinical tests such as the Ashworth test, a full protocol might 
seem cumbersome. However, a combination of different conditions or tests is required 
to determine the major contributors to a movement disorder. The presented protocol, in 
combination with a haptic manipulator (the Wristalyzer), is comprehensive yet concise, safe 
and non-invasive. 
With the current setup it is not possible to discern continuous involuntary active tissue from 
passive viscoelastic properties during passive tasks. Furthermore, specifically for some of 
the active tests in the EXPLICIT-stroke protocol, a certain amount of independent control 
of agonist and antagonist muscles is required, which some patients will not be able to 
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perform. However, these tests can still give valuable results. The issued parameters reflect 
the properties of a highly non-linear system. As such, presented parameters are to be 
considered a mean over e.g. a movement trajectory. Non-linear identification techniques 
should be developed to assess instantaneous determinant characteristics during true 
functional tasks. Furthermore, there are some indications that patients particularly have 
trouble adapting from one state to the next [19], as opposed to attaining that new state at 
all. Adding time variance (e.g., in task instruction or virtual environments) during tests could 
highlight differences between stroke patients and healthy subjects.
The primary outcome measures will be validated in a larger group of chronic patients 
versus a control group of healthy subjects. Furthermore, longitudinal analysis of changes in 
neuromechanics in acute and subacute stroke patients will be conducted in the EXPLICIT-
stroke program [5], a program targeted at understanding the relation of primary neural 
repair to behavioural compensation in arm function recovery. This multicenter research 
project comprises the longitudinal assessment of parameters of functional recovery 
(clinimetrics), recovery of cortical activation (fMRI), intactness of corticospinal tract (TMS) and 
compensation strategies (kinematics). Neuromechanics describe the integration of neural 
and muscle activation, determining actual functional performance. As such, the assessment 
of neuromechanics within the EXPLICIT-stroke study is essential in understanding the 
relation between primary (neural) lesion and functional performance.

CONCLUSION

A comprehensive, yet concise assessment protocol was developed to identify tissue, active 
muscular and reflexive properties at joint level. Application of the protocol illustrates the 
necessity to apply multiple measurement and task conditions to identify patients within 
a spectrum of neuromechanical system functions and to ultimately understand the 
underlying mechanism of a movement disorder after neural lesions.
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APPENDIX I | MEASUREMENT SETUP

Based on the earlier work on wrist manipulators [22] a torque controlled haptic wrist 
manipulator has been developed, called the Wristalyzer®, (MOOG, Nieuw Vennep, the 
Netherlands) [16] in collaboration with the Delft University of Technology and the Leiden 
University Medical Center (Figure 9). The setup consists of a main drive of a vertically 
positioned servo motor (Parker SMH100 series). The arm is fixated to the Wristalyzer and the 
hand is fixated to the handle. The motor axis is aligned with the rotation axis of the wrist 
joint. Movement of the motor is therefore directly coupled to flexion/extension of the wrist. 
The handle has an ellipsoidal shape which, because of its length, prevents finger flexion 
(Figure 9). 

Wristalyzer 
Handle ROM ≈ 180°; accuracy 0.35°
Nominal motor torque is 6Nm
Magnetic break torque 20Nm
Maximal angular velocity 2000deg/s [16] 
Encoder (Hiperface absolute single turn)
Strain gauge (mounted between the axis and handle)

EMG
Muscle activation was measured using a Delsys Bagnoli-8 system with bipolar surface 
electrodes on the Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR) and two on the Extensor Carpi Radialis (ECR).

Measurement computer
A laptop is used for data processing and visualization. Matlab® R2007a was used for 
communication with the Wristalyzer and Matlab® R2008b was used for data analysis.
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Figure 9 | Top-view of the Wristalyzer®, (MOOG, Nieuw Vennep, the Netherlands).

Abbreviations

ECR – Extensor carpi radialis;

EMG – Electromyography;

EXPLICIT-stroke – EXplaining PLastICITy after stroke; 

FCR – Flexor carpi radialis;

FRF – Frequency response function;

ROM – Range of motion;
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